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Principles of Modeling:

Choose the Right Model:1.
Easy Explanation: Think of it like picking the right tool for a job. If you’re
building a house, you use different tools for framing than for painting. Similarly,
in modeling, you choose the model that fits the problem you’re trying to solve.

Different Levels of Precision:2.
Easy Explanation: Imagine drawing a map. Sometimes you need a detailed
street map, and sometimes a simple one will do. In modeling, you can represent
things with varying levels of detail depending on what you need at the moment.

Connected to Reality:3.
Easy Explanation: A good model is like a mirror reflecting reality. If you’re
building a model of a car, it should include things that actually exist in real cars.
Otherwise, it’s like drawing a spaceship when you’re designing a car.

Multiple Models for a System:4.
Easy Explanation: Picture a car. You can look at it from different angles – the
outside, the engine, or the interior. Similarly, a complex system needs different
views (like use case, design, process) to fully understand and build it.

Importance of Modeling:

Better Visualization:
Easy Explanation: Imagine trying to build a Lego set without the instructions.
Modeling is like having a blueprint or a guide. It helps the development team
see what they’re supposed to build and how everything fits together.

Faster Development:
Easy Explanation: Think of modeling as a roadmap. If you know where you’re
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going and how to get there, you can reach your destination faster. Models help
developers build the right thing because they can see the plan clearly.
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Explain class and object diagrams with examples.27.
Differentiate between a class and object with some example. Also prepare a list of28.
objects that you would expect each of the following systems to handle : (1) a program
for laying out a news paper, (2) a catalog store order entry system.
Prepare a portion of an object diagram for a library book checkout system that shows29.
the date a book is due and the late charges for an over due book as derived objects.
What do you mean by a collaboration diagram ? Explain various terms and symbols30.
used in a collaboration diagram. How polymorphism is described using a collaboration
diagram ? Explain using an example. OR What is a collaboration diagram ? How
polymorphism is represented in a collaboration diagram? Explain with an example.
Explain Polymorphism, Iterated Messages and use of self in message in collaboration31.
diagram.
What do you mean by sequence diagram? Explain various terms and symbols used in a32.
sequence diagram. Describe the following using sequence diagram : (i) asynchronous
messages with/without priority. (ii) broadcast messages.explain sequence diagrams
with example.
Discuss in brief basic behavioural modeling.33.
Write a short note on use case diagram and time diagram with suitable diagram and34.
their utility in system design.
Define package. Explain the package diagram with suitable diagram. OR What are35.
package diagrams and why are they used ?
Write short notes on use case diagram with suitable diagram and their utility in system36.
design.
What do you mean by activity diagram ? Explain indetail. OR What do you mean by37.
activity diagram ? What are the two special states shown in an activity diagram ?
Explain with an example.
What do you mean by event ? What are the types of event explain with example ?38.
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Explain use case with example. How are the diagrams divided ?39.
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